

FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy

Clinical Psychology

CARTWRIGHT, Hilary Meredith
Dissertation: Peer Acceptance, Deviancy Training, and Victimization as Predictors of Adolescent Problems: A Search for Personality Moderators

Educational Studies

BREUNIG, Mary Catherine
Dissertation: Critical Pedagogy as Praxis

Master of Arts

Clinical Psychology

ANDERSON, Christopher Gordon
Thesis: Understanding Strengths and School Absenteeism in Adolescent Victims of Bullying

BIRD, Jessica Lynn
Thesis: The Involvement of Oral Contraceptive Side Effects and Genes in Body Dissatisfaction and Eating Dysfunction

BONE, Meagan Elizabeth
Thesis: Body and Affect Words: Valence, Cognitive Specificity, and Temporal Change Among Young Women

PYE, Melissa Francine
Thesis: An Exploration of the Relationships Between Strengths, Academic Performance, and Classroom Behaviours in Young Students

RICHARDS, Meghan
Thesis: Polymorphic Regions of the Estrogen Receptor, Androgen Receptor and Serotonin Transporter Genes and their Association with Mood Variability in Young Women

Economics

ZHANG, Lejiu

English

BRYX, Adam
Thesis: The Matrix: From Representation to Simulation and Beyond

COCCEMIGLIO, Carmela
Thesis: "I'm with you now. I'm with you . . .": Michael Corleone as Gangster Figure in
Mario Puzo’s and Francis Ford Coppola’s The Godfather Texts

Experimental Psychology

JARVA, Janelle Amber
Thesis: Mood Reactivity and Oral Contraceptive Use: Do Oral Contraceptives Act as Mood Stabilizers?

Sociology

SABERI ZAFARGHANDI, Parastou

THOMPSON, Scott Ness

Master of Education

Curriculum Studies

PELLETIER, Denise Mary
Thesis: Factors influencing women’s participation in mathematical disciplines

Educational Studies

DALE-HARRIS, Hugh
Ferreira, Lindzi Maria

FRIESEN, John
Thesis: An evaluation of the Good Readers’ Club: An early literacy intervention program

GONZÁLEZ, Ismel
Thesis: Reader Response as a Focal Practice in Foreign Language Acquisition

GORDON, Ian Jay

JEROME, Robert Joseph Archie
Thesis: The apple: An autoethnography of experiences in education

MA, Qi
Thesis: Spirituality in Education: Professorial Viewpoints

McCULLOUGH, Ryan John

OSKIRKO, James

TARDIF, Suzanne Marie
Thesis: A Formative Evaluation of “Humanities 101: A Lakehead University Community Initiative”: The Perspective of the Students
WANG, Fei  
Thesis: A comparative study of the lived experiences of Canadian-born and foreign-born Chinese Canadian students in Northern Ontario

**Master of Environmental Studies**

**Nature-Based Recreation and Tourism**

BOND, Jennifer Melissa  
Thesis: Recreation Specialization, Place Attachment and Site Attribute Preferences of River Paddlers in Canadian Mountain National Parks

BOWES, Matthew Tobias  
Thesis: Tides of change: Place meanings in the Broughton Archipelago, British Columbia, Canada

**Master of Management**

WEI, Zhiyong

YOL, Sert

**Master of Public Health**

**Health Studies**

A-MUHONG, Nawej P Robert

AYENI, Olubukunola

CHLEBOVEC, Ann Marie  
Thesis: Tobacco Use as a Risk Indicator for Periodontal Disease in a Sample of Northwestern Ontario Residents

CRIZZLE, Alexander  
Thesis: The Effects of Water-Based Exercise on Activities of Daily Living in Parkinson’s Disease Patients

MACLEOD, Anne  
Thesis: The Impact of a Community Based Exercise Programme for People with Parkinson Disease

NELSON, Chantal

QUACKENBUSH, Benjamin

WHEESK, Lisa Rose

YOUNG HOON, Kit Ngan
Thesis: Relationship Between Home Care Services and Informal Caregivers

**Master of Science**

**Biology**

DEWAR, Nancy Elizabeth  
Thesis: Development and evaluation of inductive and deductive of elk (Cervus elaphus) summer resource suitability in northwestern Ontario

FARRELL, Lindsay Lee  
Thesis: Subspecies Status of the Western Yellow-Billed Cuckoo (Cuculidae: Coccyzus Americanus Occidentalis): Using Cytochrome B to Elucidate the Enigma

LAMERS, Ryan  
Thesis: Genetic Profiling Variation Caused by Tissue Type, Error, and Damage

METCALFE, Brent Willard  
Thesis: Influence of Light Intensity on Activity and Habitat Utilization of Walleye (Sander vitreus) in Two Northwestern Ontario Lakes

OATWAY, Michael Lauren  
Thesis: Is Patch Use Determined by Fine-Scale Microhabitat Differences or Density-Dependent Habitat Selection?

PARKER, Scott Adam  
Thesis: The Influence of Local and Landscape Scale Factors on the Presence, Relative Abundance and Characteristics of Brook Trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) in Beaver Ponds

VERMEULEN, Natasha  
Thesis: The Effects of Ultra Violet and Visible Light on Bacterial Survival

**Geology**

ALMQVIST, Bjarne Sven Gustav  
Thesis: Paleomagnetic Secular Field Variation and Rock Magnetism of some early Holocene (≤9900BP) Postglacial Lacustrine Sediments near Thunder Bay, northwestern Ontario, Canada

METSARANTA, Riku Tuomas  
Thesis: Sedimentology and geochemistry of the Mesoproterozoic Pass Lake and Rossport Formations, Sibley Group

TREBILCOCK, Dawn-Ann  
Thesis: Rock Magnetic Studies of the CY-4 Drill Hole Through the Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus

**Kinesiology**

BELLIVEAU, Lise  
Thesis: The Impact of Low Frequency Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation on Glucose Regulation in Individuals with Type 2 Diabetes
DELLER, Miranda
Thesis: Walk, Stop, Search: The Effect of Simulated Motion on Visual Attention

KIRSTEIN, Jaime
Thesis: The Effects of a 10 week Yoga Intervention on Balance, Mobility, Spasticity and Quality of Life in People with Multiple Sclerosis

LAROCQUE, Tracey Marie
Thesis: Iron Status and Cognitive Performance in Adolescent Females

**Physics**

LIU, Junmin
Thesis: Theoretical Studies of the Folding Kinetics of the Ultra-Fast Folding Trp-Cage Protein

MACKAY, Ian

**Master of Science in Engineering**

**Control Engineering**

GU, Fu Hai
Thesis: Design and Control of a 6 DOF Biped Robot

LU, Hsueh-Yuan
Thesis: Dynamic Model and Control of Vehicles

NAM, Sang Woo
Thesis: Adaptive Backstepping Based Online Loss Minimization Control of an Induction Motor Drive

SUN, Shuwen
Thesis: Observer-based Chaos Synchronization for Secure Communications

WANG, Li
Thesis: Adaptive Control of a Parallel Robot via Backstepping Technique

YIN, Yonggang
Thesis: Nonlinear Controller Design for a Buck Converter

**Master of Science in Forestry**

BRASSARD, Brian
Thesis: Stand Structural Dynamics of Boreal Conifer, Mixedwood, and Broadleaf Fire- and Clearcut Logging-Origin Stands in Central Canada

COULING, Kendra
Thesis: Identification of wetlands on the Canadian Boreal Plain and their contributions
to stream water chemistry

FRICKER, Jennifer
Thesis: Stand Age Structures of Single and Mixed-species of Fire-origin Boreal Stands in Central Canada

HART, Stephen A
Thesis: Influence Of Fire, Logging, and Overstory Composition On Understory Abundance, Diversity and Composition in Boreal Forest, Ontario, Canada

HOEPTING, Michael Kurt
Thesis: Carbon and Nitrogen Dynamics Associated with Post-Wildfire Stand Development of Boreal Mixed Conifer Ecosystems: Data Applied in Model Validation and Refinement

INNERD, Andrew W R

ŠAPIĆ, Tomislav
Thesis: Not Just a ‘Value’: View of Aboriginal People in Northern Ontario on Aboriginal Values in Ontario’s Forest Management Planning

Master of Science in Management
AL-IDRISSI, Tariq
BOOKER, Lorne David
CHAN, Wen-Yu
HUO, Siyuan
SCHERBAN, Joel Daniel
SIDORSKI, Steven William

Master of Social Work
MCFADYEN, Shannon Marie

Master of Social Work with Specialization in Women's Studies
HARDY, Joan Melva

* signifies First Class Standing

FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Honours Bachelor of Commerce - Marketing

*SHANKS, Eric James

Bachelor of Administration

CONDON, Ryan
JALBOUT, Tarek Mohammad
LYTLE, Taryn Elizabeth
RISHMAWI, Suzan

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

Bachelor of Education - Intermediate/Senior

ALLDRED, Jonathan Tyler
*HARE, Candace Liegh
*MORE, Elena Louise

Bachelor of Education - Junior/Intermediate

BOLAND, Alan Christopher
*VALLELUNGA, Stella

Bachelor of Education - Primary/Junior

FIDDLER, Melodie Gloria
GAUDETTE, Meghan
JEROME, Robert Joseph Archie
RUNGTA, Rajesh
*SCARNA, Sarah Michelle
SOROKOPUD, Nadine T
VILCEK, Melissa Ann
WOODFINDEN, Lesley Ann

Native Language Instructors' Diploma

*BEARDY, Janice Anne
*MCKAY, Evelyn Ruby
SMITH, Brian Henry

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Engineering - Chemical Engineering

CONNOLLY, Paulette

Bachelor of Engineering - Civil Engineering
ABUSHAH, Muhammed
BALL, Jeff
*COSPIOTO, Joseph Adam
DUNCAN, Jeffery
MEYER, Mark Stephen
MULLIN, Blair
*PUMPHREY, Steven
SMITH, Malcolm

Bachelor of Engineering - Electrical Engineering

*VACHON, Justin
SMOLEN, Michael

Bachelor of Engineering - Mechanical Engineering

KHOSRAVIANI, Shahryar
GLOVER, Andrew
NIELSEN, Wyatt

Bachelor of Engineering - Software Engineering - Co-Operative Option

*RYBAK, Tomasz

Diploma In Engineering Technology - Civil Engineering

ABUSHAH, Muhammed
MAMON, Adam David
MCQUAKER, Tyler Lindsey

Diploma In Engineering Technology - Mechanical Engineering

*BRAGNALO, Tyler Jacob Frederick
LEONARD, Keith
MONTROSE, Jarrod
TYMURA, Christopher R
WESTELAKEN, Eric Richard

FACULTY OF FORESTRY AND THE FOREST ENVIRONMENT

Honours Bachelor of Science in Forestry

*ANDERSEN, Steen Peder Korsgaard
JACKSON, Pamela Jane

FACULTY OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS

School of Kinesiology
Honours Bachelor of Kinesiology

*FAWCETT, Jennifer A

School of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

CRAWFORD, Gordon
*HOLDEN, Margaret Elizabeth
LAYBOURNE, Shannon Lee
MASSIE, Nancy Jane
MCKAY, Wendy
*PARTANEN, Lorraine Helmi
*WORMS, Irene I. M.

Bachelor of Science in Nursing Collaborative with Confederation College

CRAWFORD, Christopher

Certificate in Primary Health Care Nurse Practitioner

LEGROS, Leslie Joanne
MCKAY, Deborah Lee

Certificate in Dementia Studies

CARLSON, Erin Vandra
DAVIES, Melissa
FARRELL, Kathleen Rae
METCALFE, Theresa Madeline
MIKONINI, Lisa Mae
SMITH, Heidi
TOMCKO, Kristen
RYCKMAN, Christina

School of Outdoor Recreation, Parks & Tourism

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation

POOLE, Kristine Campbell

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation with Specialization in Leadership

O'HEARN, Logan Meadow

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation with Specialization in Parks

EMSLIE, Kyle Andrew

Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation with Specialization in Tourism
BAKS, Tyler Robert
KOBZIK, Michal

**School of Social Work**

Honours Bachelor of Social Work

*AHOLA, Jillian Louise
*BUCHAN, Cassandra
*CHRISTENSEN, Lori
*CORBETT, Nicole Lucille
*DARNELL, Kristi
*DUPUIS, Andrea Margaret
*FUDGE, Susan Eileen
*LOMBARDI, Anna
*LUND, Amber Louise
*MACNEIL, Kathryn
*MARRELLI, Susanna Jessica
*MELBOURNE, Brenda
*MORRIS, Thelma Jean
*PASCHEK, Jasmin
*SMITH, Meryl G.
SUTTON, Leona
*TAIT, Carolyn Wendy
*TURCOTTE, Heather Karen

**FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES**

Honours Bachelor of Science - Biology

*SAVIOLI, Paul Francis

Bachelor of Science - Biology

SEVEAN, Robin Lynne

Bachelor of Science - Natural Science

EMSLIE, Kyle Andrew
GREENE, Christopher
LITTLE, Reese Howell
TYHUIS, Raymond John

Honours Bachelor of Science - Chemistry

HOLT-HINDLE, Peter

Honours Bachelor of Science - Computer Science - Co-Operative Option

KRUSZEWSKI, John James
Honours Bachelor of Environmental Science - Environmental Studies and Biology

MCCOLM, Karen Lindsay

Honours Bachelor of Environmental Science - Environmental Studies and Geography

*GOODERHAM, Walter Bradley

Bachelor of Arts - Geography

BAKS, Tyler Robert
CONNOR, Sean Michael
DILLON, Ryan W
DOUBT, Anna Katherine
RANDALL, Brian Wallace
THOMPSON, Kristen Danielle
WHEELER, Carrie Lee-Anne

Minor - Geography

ALLDRED, Jonathan Tyler
NELLES, Katherine Marlene
TIMMERMANS, Roch Eugene

Certificate in Environmental Management

BARNES, Devon Edward
KIVI, Brandon
KUKAC, Jessica
LESCHIED, Heather Malender
MARQUIS, Patricia Ann
MURPHY, Shannon Marie
PLEAVIN, Violet
SERERES, Clayton Solomon
STARKE, Francois Pierre
THOMPSON, Kristen Danielle

Bachelor of Science - Earth Science

BORYSENKO, Jessica Alexis

Bachelor of Science - General

JORGENSEN, Bradley Allyn
VAN OOTEGHEM, Kyla Mary

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Mathematical Science

MORE, Elena Louise

Honours Bachelor of Science - Mathematical Science
ROY, Chatelaine Carmella

Bachelor of Arts - Mathematical Science

KO, Lam Yan

**FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES**

Minor - Economics

KO, Lam Yan

Honours Bachelor of Arts - English

BARATTA, Donna Marie
WOODFINDEN, Lesley Ann

Bachelor of Arts - English

ALLDRED, Jonathan Tyler
GAUDETTE, Meghan
LAUZON, Scott
RUICCI, Melissa
TONKIN, Alan Peter

Minor - English

BAXTER, Kristy
JOHANSSON, Melissa Anne
LE RICHE, J Grant
NELLES, Katherine Marlene
SOROKOPUD, Nadine T

Bachelor of Arts - General

*BAXTER, Kristy
CAHILL, Nancy Lynn
CARRIER, Jacqueline Valerie
CARROLL, Marya Teresa Joanne
CULBERT, Lisa Margaret Doris
FIDDLER, Melodie Gloria
*FRASER, Anissa Bryce
*LARCHER, Pamela
LE RICHE, J Grant
MCCOY, Anne Elizabeth
MCNALLY, Polly-Anna Jennifer
ROSA, Jessica Maria
SAUNDERS, Will
WATKINS, Kathryn Theresa
Minor - Gerontology
FAWCETT, Jennifer A

Certificate in Palliative Care
CARLSON, Erin Vandra
GILDERS, Leah Pearl
GLIDDON, Allison K
SMITH, Heidi
SOMMERS, Jennifer
ASMUS, Lydia

Honours Bachelor of Arts - History
MURRAY, Christopher

Bachelor of Arts - History
BARRETT, Gavin
BOLAND, Alan Christopher
MORE, Elena Louise
NELLES, Katherine Marlene
ROST, Aaron Barry
VILCEK, Melissa Ann

Minor - History
LAUZON, Scott

Bachelor of Arts - Indigenous Learning
COOKE, Allana Marie Louise

Honours Bachelor of Arts - French
GARDINER, Laurie Ann
*TIMMERMANS, Roch Eugene

Completed Bachelor of Arts Requirements - French
REES, Mitchell Evan

Minor - Spanish
CARROLL, Marya Teresa Joanne

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Music
SOROKOPUD, Nadine T

Minor - Religious Studies
DONOHUE, Crystal Katherine Anne

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Political Science

*KING, Leslie Wayne

Bachelor of Arts - Political Science

*STEFANILE, Salvatore

Bachelor of Arts - Political Science/Pre-Law

AHOLA, Adam

Completed Bachelor of Arts Requirements - Political Science/Pre-Law

SHAFFER, Franklin Wayne

Minor - Law and Politics

STEFANILE, Salvatore

Minor - Political Science

O’HEARN, Logan Meadow

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Psychology

GRESCHNER, Leah Rosella Shapiro

*LETAIN, Elaine

RYDER, Lorraine M

Bachelor of Arts - Psychology

ARMSTRONG, Jolie Rachelle

FOGELS, Lara

GRASLEY, Daina

MIDDLETON, Ashley Christine

MOORE, Alexandra Emily

SAULT, Ashleigh Erika

SCARNA, Sarah Michelle

SCHERBAN, Victoria

TOMLINSON, Marla Anne

TURCOTTE, Nicole Lori

Bachelor of Arts - 4 Year - Psychology

BERRY, Sheila Diane

JOHANSSON, Melissa Anne

*SMITH, Heidi
Bachelor of Science - 4 Year - Psychology
JACKSON, Amy

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Sociology
ROSS, Stephanie

Honours Bachelor of Arts - Sociology with Specialization in Women's Studies
KUJALA, Terri

Bachelor of Arts - Sociology
*EATON, Helen Elizabeth

Minor - Sociology
FOGELS, Lara
SMITH, Heidi

Honours Bachelor of Fine Arts - Visual Arts
*KRAYNYK, Barry Allan